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id P. Graham,

Speak On 'Le
By Diane Ewart

broadcast journalists. Since then,
the words, "This is Fred P. Graham,
Fred P. Graham, the Supreme
reporting for CBS News," have
Court and Legal Correspondent
for acquired a comfortable, accustomed
CBS News, will speak on "The Legal
ring for the millions of viewers who
System and Society", Tuesday, May
have watched Graham's coverage of
6 at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
various
important
trials and
tSupreme Court decisions, in addition
to the Watergate case.
Graham has had a long and close
involvement with the discipline of
law. He has an LL.B. degree from
Vanderbilt University Law School,
and a Diploma in Law from Oxford

By Tom Ford

Newsman Graham

past

years, primarily

due to his
Watergate affair.
every day on the
Evening News during the months
two

coverage of the
Featured almost
CBS
f

Senate

hearings,

his

incisive reporting
his marked Southern twang
to distinguish him from
the ranks of his fellow

ccwledgeable,
ir.dalso
helped
mong

John R. O. McKean, Vice
President of the College, responding
to Collegian articles concerning the
resignation of James Kennedy,
college physician, said that the
requests made by Kennedy in May,
1974, although "good", were "held
in abeyance" because of Kennedy's
resignation, which takes effect at the
end of this school year.
Kennedy
said that McKean's
statement was "an excuse, not an

IFC Will Consider Housing
Women In Hill Dorms
J.
InterFraternity Council will
this Monday on recommBy Steven

The

Lebow

'ote
endations for housing women in the
Jl male dormitories on the Hill. The
JC Housing Committee, chaired by
Tom Wilson, has been working since
September
to make its
final
ecommendations to the fraternity
Presidents.
The delay
in making recommendations, according to Wilson,
sss due to "attempts to make sure
iat we've been thorough."

"People (on the committee) have
en

very

open-minde-

and

d

objective," Wilson noted, "and there
have been no attempts at blocking the
committee's progress."
The committee conducted surveys
earlier this year to determine
fraternity members' feelings about
having

women

in

Old

Kenyon,

Leonard, or Hanna Dormitories.
Fifty women, randomly selected
from each class, were also surveyed
to discover women's preferences
about housing on the Hill.
Wilson was unable to offer results
of the surveys when questioned. The
women's survey must be analyzed
again to determine its validity,
Wilson explained, and results will
not be available until next week.

5

University. In 1963 he was appointed
Chief Counsel of the Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee on Constitutional
Amendments. In 1965 he became a
member of the news staff of the
Washington Bureau of the New York
Times, and in 1975 left the Times to

4

lf '

V

join CBS News.

After serving with the U.S. Marine
Corps as an infantry and intelligence
officer in Korea and Japan, he
attended Vanderbilt Law School and

was managing

editor of the

Vanderbilt Law Review.

McKean: Kennedy Requests
Were 'Held In Abeyance'
Graham has become' a familiar
figure to the American public in the

V

i

explanation." Kennedy also said that
he had given President Caples his
resignation in October to allow the
college adequate time to find a
e
doctor to replace him, he said
full-tim-

The entire text of McKean's
letter appears in the letter

s-- to

the editor column found on
page two of this issue of the
Collegian.
--

--

that he was disappointed "that this
was not done." He said that he felt
that Kenyon students could only be
e
served adequately by a
physician, which is why he decided to
give up his practice in Mount Vernon
and devote his full energies to
full-tim-

Kenyon.

Kennedy has supplied the

Collegian with figures which show
that over $17,700 of the money
collected from students at the
beginning of the '74-'7academic
year will remain unspent and under
normal college practices will be
turned over to the general fund.
Kennedy said that he is "hopeful that
this money will be spent on some
aspect" of the health care facilities
to benefit Kenyon students. The
figure represents 50 percent of the
money paid by students through a
mandatory health service fee of
$100. Kennedy said that he thought if
the money was not used on Health
Service Tacilities, then the money
should be returned to students.
5

Businessman P. Gale Evans and Politician William H. Harsha talking with
President Caples after they received Honorary degrees on Tuesday morning.
prizes were awarded to students for outstanding
Over thirty-eigh- t
achievements during the course of the year.

Dorm III To Be Dedicated
Jean D. Caples Residence
Kenyon College will dedicate its
"high rise" residence hall in honor
of Jean Dunbar Caples, wife of the
President of the College William G.
Caples, in ceremonies on May 17.
Bishop John P. Craine, chairman
of the Board of Trustees, announced
that the Executive Committee of the
Board had voted to name the building

the ''Jean

Dunbar Caples

Residence" in honor of Mrs. Caples,
Kenyon's first lady since 1968, "in
recognition of and deep appreciation
for her many efforts on behalf of
Kenyon College." Her husband is
retiring from the Presidency at the
close of the College year in June.
Mrs. Caples is a native of Illinois
and attended Wellesley College. She
and Caples were married in 1945.
During their years in Chicago, where
Caples was Vice President of
industrial andVublic relations of the
Inland Steel Company and she, like
her husband, was a civic leader.
She served as head of the Women's
Division of the Community Fund,
organized and headed the Women's
Auxiliary of the United Charities of
Chicago, and was
of
the Chicago Heart Fund. She was a
board member of the Park Ridge
co-chairpers-

on

School for Girls and was a director of
the Chicago chapter of the English
Speaking Union. She is listed in
"Who's Who of American Women."
The Caples have two children,
William G. and Cynthia.
The residence to be named in Mrs.
Caples' honor has been known as
"Dorm III" since it was opened in
1971 as the third residence unit in the
complex of buildings designed to
.

house the Coordinate College for
Women.
Since
the
Coordinate
College was discontinued as a
separate entity in 1972, making
Kenyon fully coeducational, the
residence has housed both men and
women students.

The

Caples

Residence

accommodates 146 students on nine
floors and, at 100 feet, is the tallest
building in Knox County. It was
designed by the architectural firm of
Perkins and Will of Chicago and built
by the
Kokosing
Construction
Company, Inc., of Fredericktown.
The dedication ceremony will be
held at 4:30 p.m. on Saturday, May
17, at the main entrance to the
residence hall. The building is
located on Gaskin St., near Ackland,
in Gambier.

Commencement

J

Attorney General Levi, Lord Kenyon
Will Receive Honorary Degrees

k

The One Hundred

f

f

mi-

-

5

T

rd Ken von with one of the fine horses he breeds, ioranenyon
dson of the original benefactor of the College.

Forty-Sevent-

honorary degree. Bone is currently
the Chairman of the Mount Vernon
Community Trust. He is a former

h

Commencement exercises will be
held on May 24 at 10:00 a.m. in front
of the Samual Mather Hall. At the
ceremony four persons will receive
honorary degrees, Including Edward
Hirsch Levi, the Attorney General of
the United States.
Levi was sworn in as the seventy-firs- t
U.S. Attorney General on
February 7 1975. He had been
President of the University of
Chicago, beginning in 1968. Levi, 64,
received his Ph.B. from Chicago in
1932 and in 1935 also received his
J. D. degree there. In 1938 he earned
his J.S.D. from Yale, where he was a
Sterling Fellow in 1935 and '36.
In addition to Levi, J. Gordon
Bone,

banker,

a

retired
will

also

Mount

Vernon
an

receive

Presidentand director

of the

First-Kno- x

National Bank in Mount Vernon.
He was also a director of the Mount
Vernon Telephone Corporation.
Bone, 81, served as a Sergeant in the
Army during World War I.
Also receiving honorary degrees
at the ceremony will be Lord Kenyon
and Jane Blaffer Owen, an American
philanthropist.
The events planned for the three
day exercises include a Senior-FacultSoftball game on Faculty
Day, May 22, and a Senior Art
Exhibition on Baccalaureate Day and
Commencement Day (May 23 and 24)
in the Colburn Gallery.
(Con't On Page 4)
.
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McKean Discusses

Health Center
To the Editor:
The articles concerning the Health
Center and the editorial recently
appearing in the Collegian dictate a
response. Since various writers
were involved in the composition of
the stories and the editorial some
pertinent aspects unrelated by the
administration may have become
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Let's Get It Straight
printed in this issue of the Collegian,
John R. O. McKean asserts that the College has
been in no way negligent of student needs regarding the
Health Service. In fact, he states: "This administration
has always responded to the proposals for improvements
of the health facilities in a prompt and positive manner."
For McKean to assert this, is of course his own
perogative. But one might ask if the Health service is so
well endowed, then why has the College's physician
lamented its inadequacy? Unfortunately there doesn't
seem to be an immediate resolution to the problem.
Yet a more pressing issue remains. Dr. Kennedy has
pointed out that over $17,700 of the money used for the
Health Service and derived from student fees, will be left
unspent by the end of this academic year. This
extraordinarily large sum of money will not be used to
improve the health facilities of the College, now will it be
refunded to students. The implication is that the College
stands to make a handsome profit come June. For if this
money is not suddenly given to the Health Service or
rented to students, it will be turned over to the general
In a letter

Vice-Preside-

nt

fund.

sympathize with the College's current financial
burden. But if students are paying for services they are
not receiving, then they ought to be paid back without
We

further ado.

1

their
un

significance

r ealized

and

subsequently not fully reported.
detailed
Consequently a more
statement covering these points may
prove helpful ' in gaining a full
understanding of the situation.
The College physician proposed in
May 1974 a revision of the nurse
schedule to include the services of a
secretary to begin in March 1975.
When the administration reviewed
policy in
the nurse personnel
anticipation of implementing the reorganization,
certain questions
arose relative to unemployment
compensation. In order to determine
the most equitable compensation
under the revised circumstances,
the
consulted
administration
external advisors and the Bureau of
Employment Services. This process
required time for research and
analysis by the agencies involved and
therefore, the administration only
recently received a response.
In the meantime,
the College
physician resigned in a letter dated
October 18, 1974, effective at the
conclusion of the present academic
year. Even though the nurse and
always
plan
has
secretarial
appeared to be a good one, it would be
the responsibility of the newly
appointed College physician to
the
personnel
organize
health
beginning in July 1975. Hence, the
proposed initiation of the revised
service for March 1975 was held in
abeyance for consideration by the
doctor who would administer the
organization.
According to the Collegian article
the College physician has wished to
occupy the second floor dormitory
area for a number of years. The
request was first tendered to my
office in the spring of last year. At
that time the idea of separate space
for physical therapy, temporary bed
rest, and storage on the second floor
was given serious consideration.
The student rooms were removed
from the spring housing lottery,
much to the consternation of the
students, in anticipation of the
possible expansion. However, the
press of an increased enrollmentand
the obvious desirability of these
rooms
occupancy
for student
dictated the continued use of the area
as a residence hall. The Director of
Student Housing
the
discussed
matter with the College physician
and they reached an agreement to
permit some students to live in the
building.
In a desire to meet the growing
student requests for physical
therapy, part of the second floor was
to expand this service
and to provide a storage closet.
Monies for this project were
specially developed as a priority
item, even though it was near the
close of the fiscal year. Work on the
project was interrupted by the
opening of College demands on the
maintenance force. The work was
resumed in September.
During this period the College
physician indicated the Health
Center was an unsanitary, filthy
place and a fire hazard because of
poor wiring. Some of the conditions
referred to were in connection with
construction being done on the
second floor to prepare the physical
therapy rooms. This was corrected
by the Maintenance Department. At
the administration's request the
pre-empte-

Philip Harding Jordan will become Kenyon's sixteenth President on July

19,s

d

State Fire
Superintendent

Marshal,
of

Buildings

the
and

Grounds and the College Township
Fire Chief conducted a special
inspection of the building. They
reported the building met the fire
regulations and was not in any way in
violation. The President informed
the College physician on October 8
that the inspection indicated no
violations of any fire regulations.
This administration has always
responded to the proposals for
improvements of the health facilities
in a prompt and positive manner. The
College is concerned with the health
and safety of the student, and will
continue to provide the best service
possible in the future.
John R. O. McKean
Vice President of the College

'Chalmers Library
Is Woefully Inadequate'

process

streamlined

0(

computerized registration, the gojj
old days of Spring registration in
Rosse Hall will quickly fade into hazy
memory. In their desire to simplify
registration, it appears doubtful that
administration
the
ensconsed in Ransom Hall really
appreciates what a revered ritual
Spring registration was for this
community of faculty and students.
g

well-meanin-

'

I

remember

my

first

one back

in

April of '72; it was a bucolic, hot.
day and there wasj
lazy,
genuine excitement in the air as tie
freshman class jammed itself onto
blue-skie-

d

the steps of Rosse Hall

in

preparation for the one o'clock bell
which signaled registration's start.
The atmosphere was filled w:ti
English and An
rumor s of closed-ou- t
courses, but amid the tension there
was a kind of camaraderie as
surveyed the familiar and foreigt
faces of my class. When the doors of
Rosse finally swung open and
I

To the Editor:
"We have not dealt with the library
critically," says Mr. Haywood
(Collegian, April 24). The evidence,

regrettably, suggests that neither he
nor any of his administrative
colleagues have attempted to deal
with it at all.
Mr. Dameron's view that "we have
enough (money) to get the essential
things, but not enough to get those

things

which

are

highly

recommended" is unfortunately a
delusion: the present situation is a
great deal worse than that, and
continues to deteriorate. To state the
matter simply, the Chalmers
Library is at present woefully
inadequate. Its Jcollection lacks not
only important specialized books in
virtually every subject but also very
many texts and secondary studies
essential for even an elementary
present
of
the
understanding
condition and direction of at least a

majority of the disciplines

supposedly represented at Kenyon.
Still more depressing, the collection
is constantly falling further and
further behind.
"There is no likehood," the
Provost tells us, "of raising money
in the near future for the library.
People are very suspicious about
raising money for a new structure in
a small liberal arts college." Yet
questions are insistent. Why is it
more difficult to raise money for the
library than for theaters or social
centers or for moving the Accounting
Office? Why is so little of the
College's present seventeen million
dollar
campaign to go to
improving the library's holdings?
Why has it been possible during the
past few years vastly to increase the
of
number
at
administrators
Kenyon an enterprise which has
produced little except a deluge of
bureaucratic confusion for students
and faculty but not to improve the

students

stormed

toward

prospective departmental tables,
there was a certain competitive
keeness as students jockeyed for
position and plotted strategy. While
waiting in line, there was a friendly
spirit of companionship, and I found
myself chatting amiably with old
strangers. Even
friends
and
professors seemed to enjoy tie
whole event as
their courses
suddenly assumed the status of
highly esteemed prizes. Even if after
reaching the head of the line, i
student found he was closed out of
some greatly desired gem, there was
still the consoling look of the
professor or an empathizing word of
encouragement from fellow students
who still sought their fate.
this
But that's all over now
unifying ritual has been erased by
some anonymous, spiffy computer
decides a
which
nonchalantly
student's academic future and then
reveals its decision through sterile,
lifeless printouts. Somehow the
thrill is gone when I have to gaze at a
those
.
flawlessly typed carbon
majestic machines in Mather just
can't replace a smile, a sigh, or a pat
on the back. So I quietly protest this
innovation referred to as progress
. . . Camp Kenyon
just won't be the
same.

...

.

Bob

.

Gibson

Student Urges College
To Act Consistently

fund-raisin- g

library?
Mr. Haywood is prone to speak
eloquently on public occasions of the
goals and purposes of this college.

Perhaps he and his fellow
administrators and the trustees as
well ought to think seriously about
the matter for a change. They might
wonder what is more important to
liberal education than books.
Certainly they ought to wonder how
Kenyon can presume
to claim
academic
excellence
before it
invests in a respectable library. Let
the Provost answer if he can.
James Cappio
Andrew

Federer

Michael Halleran
Kevin Martin
Jonathan Towle

Senior Marks Passing
Of Social Event
To the Editor:
Though I may be written off as a
nostalgic senior who is ready to be
put out to pasture, it seems to me that
last week marked the passing of a
glorified institution whose demise I
feel compelled to note. For it
occurred to me that with the new

To the Editor:
he
If the faculty should ever again
resolution
in a position to consider a
establishing a deadline for projects,

examinations, etc., it is my sincere
hope that foremost in the professors

minds will be the degree

of

effectiveness such a resolution nas
had this year.
a
If the. April 25 deadline was not
And
good idea', why was it resolved?
it
if it was a good idea, why was
violated?
the
My complaint refers not to
violations in specific; I personal'!
anticipate no conHicts between nf
coursework and my preparation f"
finals. Rather, it simply distresses
upo
me to see the community decide
purs
then
one course of action and
another.
Michael Mattes

This is your last chance!
Drinking, Driving, and Alcohol's
SM 108
3:30 Sunday
L
Isist Class
The Black Student Union arc
Faculty Lectureships will sponsor'
01
movie on Martin Luther King
Wednesday, May 7 at 8 p m- a"
Thursday, May 8 at 4 p.m. in e Bl
Auditoxium.
-

Chasers Concert
Thursday, May 8
7 p.m.

Peirce

Lounge

Priorities

New Administration
Must Face Old Goals

-

--

-

i.

i

t -

i

re-evaluati-

,,

.

increasing

Although the next academic year is
four months away, we might spend a
few moments this summer, when not
pretending that Gambier doesn't
really exist, considering what some
of the priorities for the next few
years might be. One of the most
tangible advantages which a new
administration should provide, is the
of goals
wholesale
which any institution periodically
Jordan has
needs. President-elec- t
impressed those who have met him
with the belief that he will confront
the College's needs in a responsible
but not sluggish manner. In addition,
he has already begun to explore
means of personal contact with
students and of being involved in the
community. He has even been
arranging to teach with Professor
Agresto.and that should add a flavor
to academia here which has been

71
i

Members of Wonderland Theater, a troupe of local children under the
Unction of Shari Miller, will appear in a playlet entitled The Jesters'
Contest at 2:30 p.m. on Saturday, May 3rd, at the Student Center
Theater.

over-celebrat-

President William

Foster Peirce

iedKenyon into the 20th
is

one of

century. He

the handful of men

Kenyon's fame.
year tenure
3 7) he attracted a group of
highly
competent teachers and
jreatly
the
enlarged
College
.'acilities. Gordon Keith Chalmers
succeeded him and built on Kenyon's
firm
by
scholastic
foundation
bringing to campus the people who
drew
Kenyon into the literary
spotlight. John Crowe Ransom and
the
Kenyon Review were
the
cornerstones of that foundation.
1956 and
Chalmers died in
Ransom, passed away last summer.
The Review
was discontinued in
responsible
During
;!896-1-

his

for

forty-on-

e

9

on

generally labeled as far inferior.
It really is a vicious circle: we
can't attract students who have
stron'g interests in the arts as well as
in the more standard curriculum,
and we are then told that there is not
enough student interest to warrant an
expansion of the departments.
The library is also a flaming
which has been
embarrassment
complained about all year, and quite
deftly been ignored in the current
fund drive. To state the obvious to
anyone who has tried to use the
library in recent memory, there is
simply not enough study space, the
resources in volumes, research
materials, and periodicals are less
than mediocre, and the overcrowding
causes excessive noise. There will
be a lot more yelling to come.
Though it sounds melodramatic,
we are entering a new era at Kenyon.
Thanks in large part to President
Caples, we have weathered a time of
financial crisis which has buffeted
other schools to the point of near
disaster. Yet these years have
of
forced Kenyon to be a' bit gun-shthe momentum which is part of the
liberal education. It is hoped the next

Experience. And it is begging the
issue to just blame it on our recent
growth.

library

should be expanded,

better Athletic facilities provided,
and many other actions be taken to
improve campus life. But once that's
all done, if we lack a substantial
core, what do we. have?
I don't know the answers; I doubt
anyone does, but for the fulfillment of
the "Kenyon Experience" we must
continue to ques.tion our life here and
ask: which path are we going to

y

several years will see

an

acknowledgement of the dynamic
education which Kenyon has the
potential to offer.

follow?

Is This Man Smiling?

Lewi's Treleaven, Vice

Development

President of

for

Susquicentennial Campaign,
are well ahead of our goal. "

the
"We

Sesqui Campaign
Successful

expanded without the evaluation that
one art form is more "significant"
than another. This is oneof the areas
in which Kenyon competes least
favorably not only with comparable
colleges, but even with those

fundamental to the Kenyon
The

Why

among Kenyon's most vital

to lessen student alienation. At its
base, I believe, is student-teache- r
rapport. Can we justifiably say that it
is as it used to be? We are told that
the student-teache- r
relationship was

e

student's

priorities. For example, the role and
impact of the fine arts must be

20th Century Past, Present And Future
1970. We have a tendency at Kenyon
to
our past. Though
we can look back to those days and be
proud, more importantly, we must
not get caught up in that past so that
we neglect the present and future.
Kenyon is fortunate. For the most
part, the faculty is competent, the
students bright, and the budget
running a profit. Our stability is
reassuring and affords us the luxury
of assessing where we want to go. If
President-Elec- t
Jordan intends to
make changes, he must move
cautiously, but on the other hand he
must also accept the fact that Kenyon
is not here to make money. It is here
to help students learn. And can they
in an atmosphere of dissatisfaction
that many are now complaining
about? There must be some attempts

the

consciousness that goal hasn't
changed, but the liberal arts
education must be seen as dynamic.
Certain values remain at the core of
that education, but new avenues can
be opened to them. And these may be

Our Famous Alumni (Part 13)

By Richard S. West

'v.

absent in recent years.
A few years ago Professor Lentz
spoke of Kenyon's business as

By David Lynn

it

?

By Edward J. Gorenc

"We are well ahead of our goal,"
said Lewis Treleaven,
of Development for the
Sesquicentennial Campaign, the goal
of which is 18 million dollars. The
program is organized by phases,
each of which has a set goal.
"At this time we have $2.4 million
worth of money in either cash or
pledges," added Treleaven. "Phase
I calls for $5 million by June 30,
1977, so we already have nearly one-haof the goal set forth by the
Campaign."
Phase I proceeds will be used
primarily for the Rosse Hall
renovation, the Drama Theater, and
continuing scholarship and financial
aid funds. Said Treleaven, "We will
have enough cash to pay for Rosse
Hall," but "we need unrestricted
money for the theater. The theater
will be a major effort in the next year
along with other pledges that remain
to be paid."
If all goes well, many needed
changes will be effected through the
Sesquicentennial Campaign. This, of
course, totally depends on the
success of the program. "We will
have $2.5 million by the end of June
(1975), which is half. We are very
optimistic about its success," said
Treleaven.
Vice-Preside-

lf

.

Dougherty's Musical: From Birds To Wings To Dodo And Out
By Vicki

Barker

Michael Dougherty's (Kenyon '75) plans for the
summer of 1973 were straightforward enough: he was
to study Philosophy and Drama at the University of
Virginia's summer school, and support himself by
working as a carpenter and playing bass in a band. But
the carpentry job fell through, the drummer of the
band deserted, and Dougherty found himself in the
ranks of the unemployed.
A friend told him of a University theater that might
have a few jobs open. Dougherty approached the
director, Robert "Buzz" McLaughlin, with the
intention of applying for a stage crew or box office
position. When McLaughlin learned of Dougherty's
involvement with music , he sounded him out on an idea
he had been entertaining for his coming production of
Aristophenes' play The Birds. It was McLaughlin's
feeling that the rhythms in Aristophenes' verse lent
themselves naturally to orchestration, and that rock
music in particular would enhance the bawdy moments
of the play. He invited Dougherty and his fellow
musicians to work in his production.
Initially, the other members of the band were
opposed to the idea, on the grounds that they were
business, not drama students. In reply, Dougherty
presented a number of logical, well thought out
arguments on the merits of their artistic involvement
not, of
mentioning in passing that the cast would
at
course, consist of males alone . . . wouldn't they
"The
renamed
band
least audition? So it was that the
with
Songbirds"
found itself cast into the play itself,
Greek
the
and
Herald
Dougherty acting the parts of the
god

Prometheus.

.

.

would
The original concept was that the band
music
the
but
provide background and interval music,
of the
gradually evolved until it was an integral part
passage
certain
a
Production. When it was decided that
would
of the text should be set to music, Dougherty
pattern
chord
simple
fairly
compose a tune based on a
were no
necessity, since most members of the cast
wer
there
night,
opening
musically trained. By
-riffs
twelve full songs, and a number of
spots introducing characters or action.
"-m-

usical

''

II

--

y

Somewhere in the transition from The Birds: to
Wings, Dougherty feels the show lost some of the
fundamental elements that had held it together and
made it "work" (a plot, for instance, and appropriate
music). There were

behind-the-scen-

problems as

es

well: Wings ran through five directors before opening
night, and an actor and a costume designer had to be
replaced costly undertakings that cut into the show's
financial reserve. In addition, the opening had to be
postponed when it was discovered that the Rocky
Horror Show would be premiering on the same night.
Actors' morale sunk ever lower.
Wings opened on March 16, 1975, and closed one
week later. The New York Daily Newscalled it "a
musical comedy that landed like a dodo." The
New York Times proclaimed: "Ornithologists of the
world, unite you have nothing to lose but your
brains." As Dougherty observed in his Drama thesis:
"That's Show Biz."
self-style- d

j

Z

'

:

J

I
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Birds Of A Feather Michael Dougherty (left)
Birds'.

in

his musical play, "The

1

Audience response, says Dougherty, was very good. The University
newspaper, Cavalier Daily, lauded The Birds, calling it "a funny, delightful,
evening that could be a success anywhere," and
sometimes
added, "The musicians were led through styles from the fifties Twist to
contemporary rock. This could have been difficult because of their presence
were
on stage in costume as part of the play, but their performances
professional. They earned their applause."
expressed an interest
About this time, a drama student working back-stag- e
in producing the show, which he felt had commercial potential. A number of
people (director McLaughlin included) were taken with the idea; lawyers and
rewriters were called in. Dougherty returned to Kenyon, and when he
run, he
rejoined the show as an Associate Producer for its
found that his music had been completely altered, and that he had lost all
rights and artistic control to it. (Certain legal actions are being taken, but a
resolution does not appear to be in sight.)
spine-tinglin-

g

off-Broadw-

ay

nt

For the present,
Dougherty continues his
involvement in various Gambier activities. He worked
in Doug Anderson's musical Complications, and was
"artistic director" for the Gambier Ensemble
Theater's production of Situation On Earth. He is
involved in the Open Window dance production
(premiering May 1), and plays bass in the rock group
"Long Island Sound" (formerly the "Gams").
What are Dougherty's plans for the future? "To
pass Comps! . . . Seriously, with the country in a
recession, it's pretty hard to find anything to do. I'm
inclined to do something with music and theater. I
wanted to get a job working with professional outfit in
records or films, but for a private person film is too
expensive a medium to experiment in, so I'd like to
And of
learn from a professional about
course, I could always go out to Hollywood for a warm
'
vacation."
He has not abandoned hope for tne future of Wings . If
he can regain the rights to certain of his songs, he
would like to rewrite the play himself, and stage it "in
some kind of an open theater where the audience was
experiencing the same mood the actors were."
film-makin-

g.
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By John Maynard
f
Matthew Winkler,
of the Kenyon Collegian, announced
the editors and plans for next year's
newspaper last week.
"Our biggest priority will be the
News Department," said Winkler.
Tom Ford, recently appointed News
Editor, plans to assign reporters to
various beats, such as Student
Council and President Jordan, to
ensure regular full coverage of the
campus. Reporters will rotate
to allow
assignments
each to
experience the greatest amount of
Editor-in-Chie-

Opening Tonigh- t- MarnaHerrity, left and Elizabeth Goldsmith rehearse
the K.C. Dance Company production of 'Open Window', opening tonight.

for

Kenyon Dance Company
Presents 'Open Window'
By Ann Malaspina
As the final production of Drama
75, the Kenyon College Dance
Company will present Open Window,
an unusual evening of short dance
compositions to be performed on
May 1, 2, and 3.
dance
Anna
Leo, Kenyon's
instructor, is directing the show,
which has been in rehearsal since
the
"Movementwise,
January.
program encompasses a lot of
styles," said Leo. The dance forms
include Showcase, a mime and tap
piece, Local 491, a dance utilizing
large trash cans, and Grasslands, an

person

group

dance

incorporating students of the College who are not members of the
Dance Company.
Kubla Khan will be interpreted
through the combination of music,
dance and drama. Doug Lotspiech,
with the help of Phil Pierce, wrote
and directed the musical portion of
this piece using both live singers and

musicians.
Open Window promises to be an
enterexciting and refreshing
tainment this weekend. Tickets are
available between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m.
at the Hill Theater and may also
be obtained at the door before the
8:00 p.m. curtain.

Larry's Pizza
3.2 Beer

Lottery Tickets

HOURS

diversity possible.
Vicki Barker, the Collegian's first
Feature Editor in four years, plans
to concentrate her staff's reporting
on the unusual, unexplored aspects of
the Kenyon community. A new weekly
column will consist of essays
submitted by community members,
one each issue. There will also be
essays written by the Contributing
Editors: Richard West, Steven

Tentatively planned is an

Days.
The ' first illumination of Old
Kenyon was in July, 1833, when

students welcomed Bishop Mcllvaine
and his family to Kenyon. This began
a tradition at Kenyon which was used
as a demonstration of honor or
festivity. The windows of Old Kenyon
would be covered with translucent
material spelling out an appropriate
message and candles placed behind
the windows. The tradition was

SOCIAL
CHANGE

Monday Thru Thursday -- 11:00 A.M. 12:30 A.M.
Delivery Hours - 7:00 A.M. -- 12:30 A.M.
Friday & Saturday -- 11:00 A.M. - 4:00 A.M.

Delivery Hours

- 7:00

Farr

Music

!

New 320 page indepth guide to 175 major
Wash, DC public interest groups & their
internship programs. Also live proposed!

P.M. - 4:00 A.M.

Behind

2

Colonial

For Summer or School Year

(For Night Owls)
Sunday - 5:00 P.M. - 12:30 A.M.
Delivery Hours -- 7:00 P.M. -- 12:30 A.M.
$.50 Charge For Delivery Anywhere In Gambier
427-215-

continued, with a break during the
Civil War, until 1880 when the
insurance company requested its
halt because of the danger involved.
In 1924 the tradition was revived for
the Centennial celebration, and the
lattime the practice was observed
was during the 1946 Victory Reunion
which welcomed over 900 Kenyon
students who served in the armed
forces during World War II.
In the event of rain the President's
reception on May 23 will be held in
the Gund Commons Recreational
Lounge and the Commencement
exercises will be held in the Field
House.

St
(715)
,

Ph. la
38?

,

Pa.

Attn:

1910d

20 W. Ohio Ave.
Mount Vernon

;

innovative social projects mc.udmg
revolutionary new town plan Immediate1
shipment Send SI 50 to SE R Foundation, 3416
S.msom
Chok.i

Lacrosse
(Con't From Page

i

This unassuming victory
to be a big one, as Wooster is a
dangerous team and could win a lot of
games.
Since this is the final lacrosse
article, a word is appropriate about
the 1975 season. With two games left,
the worst possible record for the
team will be
and it could be as
good as 10-This year's team has
been a nice blend of age and youth,
with seniors anchoring the three
important areas backed up by a
7--

5.
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Jordan, Three
Kenyon Profs
Outstanding
Philip H. Jordan, President-elec- t
of Kenyon; Cyrus Banning, Associate
Professor of Philosophy; and Jon

Lloyd Williams,
Professor

Hall

iLveit

Jf tiiJStJ

J

'

Sill Z&'l't'i

Assistant

of Psychology all have
been named to the 1975 edition of

''Outstanding Educators

contributions to research,
administration abilities, civic
service, and professional
recognition."

Corner of East High
and Gay Streets
Mount Vernon, Ohio
Handcrafted Jewelry
Pottery
'
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Kenyon Week at the J
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TULLY BARN I
May 1st through May 8th
Tulty's cordially invite all Kenyon
students and Faculty to their shop, 304
Martinsburg Road.
Take time out and come browse. See our
own Tully jewelry in sterling and gold, plus
gifts from Kenton, Caspari, Lauffer and
baskets from Taiwan, China, and Korea.

w

iviartinsrjurg Kd.

of

America. "
The selection committee said that
candidates are chosen on the basis of
their skills "as a teacher, his

(ove
11-5:3-

of

sophomores and perhaps the best
freshman class to come to Kenyon
since the Heaps-Croniclass which
graduated in 1973. Also key to the
Lords' success has been senior
goalie George "lunchmeat" Parker
who, in the nine games played thus
far, has been simply the best goal
tender in the Midwest (statistically
and otherwise).
One home game remains on
Saturday, May 10 against the
illustrious Kenyon alumni lacrosse
team.

Ray

4

e

3,

highly improved group

?9H6

irJ'J

6)

middle of the field. The Lords kept
their heads when Wooster got a
couple of quick goals and came back
with two of their own. Jeff Kinder
scored unassisted after backing up a
shot by senior Brad Faus, and senior
defenseman Joe Szmania took a fast
break all the way to the Wooster goal,
scoring the first goal of his career.
In the fourth quarter, ground balls
and shots on goal turned clearly ia
the Lord's favor, and the game ended

1.

JOBS in

Milkshakes
Soft Drink Carryout

The other Collegian staff
members include Peter Lentz, Copy
Editor; Peter Kohn,
Business
Manager; Tom Birch, Sports Editor
and, Kate Stephenson, Photography
Editor.

8--

1)

illumination of Old Kenyon at 10:00
p.m. on Faculty and Baccalaureate

Subs

&

Lebow, Arthur Berkowitz, and David
Lynn.
The scope of book and film reviews
will
be broadened. A regular
film reviewer may possibly be added
to the staff, depending on the
availability of talent and the interest
such a column would find.
The Collegian will also make
efforts to improve the quality of its
writing. Winkler, with the aid of
other staff members, is editing a
Kenyon Collegian Style Book. The
guide will be prefaced with a short
history of the paper. The main
content concerns methods of news
gathering, and the elements of style
used in news and feature writing.
The staff will occasionally hold
informal seminars on journalism in
Gambier and ways of improving the
Collegian. The seminars will be open
to the public. This is a sorely needed
opportunity for people interested in
journalism, said Winkler, as Kenyon
offers no such courses.

147th Commencement
(Con't From Page

--

Phone

1, 19,5

Kenyon Collegian Appoints New Editors;
Enlarged Staff, Expanded Format Expected

r

eighteen

f
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Door Prizes
Open 1:00 to 5:00 daily
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are coming to the end of
of film at Kenyon.
,l,er season
Society hopes you have
( Film
)Ved the movies shown so far, and
the lineup for
iv0u will flip over
'next couple of weeks.
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The Young Philadelphians reaches
out with a clenched fist and tells it
like it is. The film showcases the
talent of one Paul Newman who finds
he must fight his way to the top. A
1959 film essay on godlessness and

i

'
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Dreindirps

Jour is Luis Bunuel's
starring Catherine
;jterpiece
jelle de

as

;neuve

up

wraps

is

ropean

the

picks up
pastime,

series

on

decadence.
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8:00-11:0-

on

"Repair

of

X-Ray-Ind-

uced

Chromosomal Damage in Tradis-canti- a
Paludosa Microspores," in
the Biology Auditorium.
There is a dance production, Open
Window, at the Hill Theater at 8:00

ine nnai mm in our Hitchcock
retrospective is his latest film to

date. In Frenzy Hitchcock once again
proves himself the master of
suspense as he exploits the fear that
lies in every man's soul. Vincent
Canby says it's the best film about a
sex murderer since Psycho. The
film, made in 1972, marks his return
to his old haunts in London.

!'

Bonner is a Sam Peckinpah
;sttrn starring Steve McQueen as
;ieing rodeo champion. This 1972
art also stars Robert Preston, Ida
.pino, and Joe Don Baker.

Friday, May 2nd
There is a Sidewalk Cafe from 2:00
to' 4:00 p.m.. on Farr Hall Porch,
sponsored by the Community Affairs
Committee.
At 4:00 p.m., there is a Larwell
Lecture by Professor Gregory
Vlastor of the philosophy department
of Princeton University on "Plato's
Theory of Social Justice," in the
Biology Auditorium.
At8:00p.m.,the KFS shows Belle
de Jour followed by Junior Bonner
and AW that the Buffalo's Gone at
10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.
The
dance production, Open
Window is at 8:00 p.m. at the Hill
Theater.

Junior

J

Lounge.

8Vi

u

Jiji

1

Girl

.1)

. v.
The
ati-wa-

r

Burmese Harp is a Japanese
film set during the final

of World War II. A new
rspective on the assumption of
:ponsibility for the aftermath of
-- ys

ar.

There is a lecture by Ms. Clair
Nader of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory on ''Science,
Technology, and Society," at 8:00
p.m. in the Biology Auditorium
followedby a reception at 9:30 p.m.

Peirce

Lounge.

There is a Sidewalk Cafe from
2:00 to 4:00 on Farr Hall
Porch, sponsored by the Community
Affairs Committee.
At 3:30 p.m., the women's tennis
team plays Denison University on the
North Courts.
There is a lecture by Mr. Fred
Graham, Supreme Court and Legal
Correspondent for CBS News, on
"The Impact of the League System on
Society," at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall,
followedby a reception at 9:30 p.m.
in

Peirce

by

Psssht

and

Saturday, May 10th
At 1:00 p.m., the baseball team

on
Falkenstine Field.
There is a Black Musical-DramatGroup presentation
of
"Voices, Inc., " at 8:00 p.m. in
Rosse Hall.
At 10:00p.m., the KFS shows The
Young Philadelphians and Psssht
(short) in Rosse Hall.

ic

Lounge.

Thursday, May 8th
The KFS shows Burmese Harp at
10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

Sunday, May 11th
The KFS shows Frenzy at 8:00
p.m. 'followed by &h and Psssht
(short) at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

Tuesday, May

nth-Th-

ere

is a Sidewalk Cafe from 2:00
to 4:00 p.m. on Farr Hall Porch,
sponsored by the Community Affairs
Committee.
Wednesday, May 14th

Atl0:00p.m., the KFS shows W.C.
Fields in The Fatal Glass of Beer in
Rosse Hall.
On Friday, May 16th, Saturday,
May 17th, and Sunday, May 18th, the
KFS shows Billy Liar and Betty
Boop's Trial at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse
Hall.

At 7:00 p.m., there is a Chaser's
Concert in Peirce Lounge.
There is a Square Dance
sponsored by the Folklore Society at
7:30p.m. on the lawn behind Peirce
Hall. In the event of rain, it will be
held in Rosse Hall.

Suburban
Auto Repair
Specializing in
Mechanical Repairs
on all makes of Imports
10 percent Discount
to Students

Vernon's Complete Men's Store serving the
traditional man, and also the young men of the
community, since 1875.

,

10000 Pleasant Valley Rd.
Mount Vernon

397-254- 4

Dreams, reality, Marcello

Mastroianni, circus people, angelic
unsensual wives, earlier
films, and childhood memories all
come before our eyes as Fellini
suggests that in his own world of
cinema he can make sense of what is
elusive in life. This visual diary was
made after completing seven and a
half other films.
A Star Is Born cannot be shown.
The company called us Monday and
FBI
luck the
"Tough
said,
confiscated the print."
The short, W. C. Fields in The
Fatal Glass of Beer, will still be
shown that night (May 14). Fields
sings in this one!
Billy Liar is an early (1963) film
by John Schlesinger, who went on to

girls,

Th3

Church of Conservation
120 SOUTH MAIN STREET

MOUNT VERNON,

as-yet-unrelea-

Invites You To Be An

OHIO

ordai;;ed minister
And Acquire The Rank

Last year in Paris our students

DOCTOR

took courses at the
lnslitul des
Instilul Britannique.
Professeurs de Franrais a l'Elranger,

Instilul

Alliance

Calholique,

Francai.se, Ecole du Louvre, Cours de
Civilization. Institut de Phonetique,
Instilul d'Eiudes Politiques. In addition a variety of courses were taught
privately for COUP students.

direct Midnight Cowboy, Sunday,
Bloody Sunday and the
Day of the Locust. The
film stars Julie Christie and Tom
Courtenay. One critic says it's sort
of "Walter-Mittyish.- "
sed

Knox County's

No other program

Except COUP.

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
REVLON, MAXFACTOR,

MAXBELLINE COSMETICS

Photographic Department
Center for complete photographic

and darkroom

VIVITAR

OF NATUREPEDICS
Our fast growing church is act
ively
seeking environment-con- f
cious new ministers who believe
what we believe: Man should ex J
ist in harmony with nature. We
faith, undenare a
ominational, with no traditional
doctrine or dogma. Benefits for
ministers are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket
ID.
2. Reduced rates from many
hotels, motels, restaurants,
car rental agencies, etc.
Our directory lists over
1,000 prestige establish
ments extending on automatic cash discount.
bap3. Perform marriages,
tisms, funerals and all other
ministerial functions.
4. Start your own church and
apply for exemption from
property and other taxes.
l
donation for
Enclose a
the minister s credentials and poc
ket license. Your ordination is
recognized in all 50 states and 5
most foreign countries. Church
S of Conservation, Box 375, Mary
J Esther, Florida 32569.

t

-

non-structure- d

-

as for
For more information on semester and year programs
programs in Spain and Greece, write to the Center for Overseas Undergraduate
Programs, Clinton. N.Y. 13323. or complete the coupon below.
in Paris as well

Prescription Headquarters

HICA-

Frenzy

: Mount

Heckler Pharmacy

NIKON-PENTAX-YAS-

followed

(short) at 10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

Wednesday, May 7th

offers you all this.

SUPPly- -

Ted Cohen of the

plays Mt. Union College

Tuesday, May 6th

in

Professor

Philosophy Department of the
University of Chicago, on "Notes on
Metaphor," in Philomathesian Hall.
The KFS shows 82 at 8:00 p.m.

is Federico Fellini's

monumental tribute to film. It is an
film
extremely autobiographical
chock-ful- l
of baroque images. The
style is extravagant and fantastic, as
fashion it.
could
only Fellini

A
Friday is a classic
American comedy by the inimitable
:j.ard Hawks. Although made in
M it is better suited to today's
istes because of its extremely fast
aced dialogue
and cruel humor,
imilar to the
black comedy of
K'ASH. It stars Cary Grant and
Rosalind Russell.
Bis

The men's tennis team plays
Oberlin College at 1:00 p.m. on the
South Courts.
The
dance production, Open

a,;.

,--

The KFS shows Junior Bonner at
8:00 p.m. followed by His Girl Friday
and AToiv that the Buffalo's Gone at
10:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall.

At 4:10 p.m., the Kenyon
Symposium Lecture Series presents

Friday, May 9th

"Alumni and Their Careers," is
p.m. in Peirce
presented at 1:00-4:3- 0

S- i-!
--

Monday, May 5th

Saturday, May 3rd

n

Middle Path

Window, is in the Hill Theater at
8:00 p.m.
At 8:00 p.m., the KFS shows His
Girl Friday follow e A at 10:00 p.m. by
Belle de Jour and Now that the
Buffalo's Gone(short) in Rosse Hall.

P'm"

malcontent

a

ddleclass person who
jstituting as an afternoon

Thursday, May 1st
There is an all Kenyon Art Exhibit
through May 6th in the Student Center
0
p.m. and
Theatre at 2:00-5:0p.m.
The baseball team plays Mt.
Vernon Nazarene College at 4:00
p.m. on Falkenstine Field.
The women's lacrosse team plays
Wittenberg University on the Airport
Field at 4:00 p.m.
At 4:10 p.m., the Biology Lecture
Series presents Dr. Richard Stallard
0

v

'

f
y
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Please send me information on programs in
ZL Madrid
Athens
Paris

free-wil-

Name

j

Address
City

.

State

ZIP
Year

College
Send to: Center for Overseas Undergraduate
Clinton. N.Y. 13323

Programs
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Cindermen Return To Top Form;
CrushWilmington,Ohio Dominican Squad
-

-

)

I

By Jay Andress

by Andy Homer, Ken Nugent, and
Warren Martin in the field events
accounted for many of the team's

the
return of injured
With
members, the Kenyon Track Team
was easily able to defeat Wilmington
and Ohio Dominican Colleges last
Saturday. Capitalizing on the first
good weather of the season, the team
scored 95 points versus 55 points
for Wilmington and 26 for Ohio
Dominican. While much responsibility for the victory rests with
the performance in the distance
events, as Kenyon took the first three
spots in the 440, 880, mile, and three
mile; good individual performances

points.
Perhaps helping the team more
than anything else was the extreme
depth of the running and field events
While
lacking
the
this year.
outstanding performances of George
Letts and Jeff Walker, who graduated
last year, the team now has three
participants in practically every
event. Last year there was only one
member of the team in the mile and
three mile, now there are five. In the
mile last Saturday Kenyon had James
Doucett, Bob Metzger and Bruce

Mark;
Netmen CoastWith
Tough Schedule Ahead

.1

By Frank
,

UpAnd Over Andy Homer, Kenyon Freshman,
the high jump competition last Saturday.

--

..J

eases his wayoverthe bar

It's out
in

Fitzgerald

of the pan and into the

fire

for the Kenyon men's tennis team in
the coming two weeks. Having
completed the easy portion of their
schedule with a satisfying
record, the Lords must now face, in
three of the Ohio
succession,
Athletic Conference's best squads.
Then, with barely time to recover,
they travel to Wooster on May 9 and
10
for
the conference
Championships.
The netters tuned up for the final
push by trouncing a mediocre Ohio
Northern contingent on Saturday,
Freshman Bill Bunis, playing first
singles, suffered the Lord's' only
defeat. In a minor lineup change he
then teamed with Chris Vandenberg
5--

Denison Stuns Lords
In Aggressive Showdown
8-- 5

chiefly on
outscoring Denison
the hustle and fine shooting of co- captain Eric Mueller. The half ended
but the momentum was clearly
3--

By K. McDonald

Kenyon's undefeated streak came
a sad
Wednesday

and sloppy end

to-Deniso-

8--

In

the

n

5.

g

quarter,

first

6--

last

as the Lords dropped
their eighth game of the season
by a score of
The game
was played in a continuous downpour
at Kenyon's McBride field before a
very vocal and
crowd
of Kenyon lacrosse fans.
long-sufferin-

while

possession of the ball was fairly,
even, Denison could do no wrong and
jumped out to a 0 lead which the
Lords spent the remainder of the
game trying to erase. The Lords
stormed back in the second quarter,
4--

Betas Tops

In Frat Meet
By John Van Doom

Spurred on by warm weather and
skies, Kenyon's thinclads
displayed their abilities on Tuesday
at the 1975 edition of the intramural
track meet.
Performances were respectable.
When the dust finally settled and the
exhausted bodies were collected, the
Beta's had finished on top, followed
by the A.D.'s, the surprising D.
Phi's, the Delt's, Dekes and Phi
Kaps, respectively.
Individually, the Betas were led by
Tim Appleton who won the mile run
for the second year in a row, Dave
Jameson who won the high jump, Jim
Yackee in the 70 yard high hurdles,
and Dave Meyer grabbing two
sunny

second-plac-

e

spru-th-

e

p.;

5-- 1

to

Guter who managed to capture
first three spots. In the three n;
was John Kryder, Guter, and
Hisnay taking the top spots. In the
intermediate hurdles, while
Hetfield of Wilmington took fir;
57.8, Kenyon scored the
number of points by Homer and y
Manhart grabbing second and ti
In the 440 yard dash the team a;
showed its strength and depth
Mark Schott, Jay Andress, and i
Cohn taking first, second and
Although much weaker in the
team has benefited greatly b,
consistently good performances
Jamie Northcutt and Dave Staveie;
the 220 and 100. Also the pr;
scored by Brian Marshall in the
vault, Joe Szwaja in the shot
Keith Kline in the discus have hefe
The depth of the team was l
reflected by the performances it :

finishes. Lee

Markowitz of. the D. Phi's was
impressive with dual wins in the 50
and 100 yard dashes. For the A.D.'s,
Dan Blend won the shot put and
Borden Ayers won the broad jump.
Phi Kap Jim Burchfield receives
the Iron Lung award for a fine display
of sportsmanship after succumbing
to fatigue and collapsing during the
440 yard run for the second year in a
row. Special recognition is also due
Grid Glyer as he edged fellow Beta
Bill Kirby in a mile grudge match
with a personal best of 6:58.
Commenting on this year's
performances, Coach White in his
renown poetic style; said:
"Although the talent was latent,
The quality was not blatant."

2,

3,

with Kenyon.
As the Lords pressured the
Denison goal in the second half, they
began to be frustrated by the rain and
the inspired play of Denison's close

defense. Eric Mueller scored his
third goal of the day to bring the
but Kenyon
Lords within reach
6--

was

4,

still missing scoring

opportunities. After a Denison goal
and Bob Samit's unassisted goal, the
score was
for most of the 4th
quarter. At that point, the ball began
to be controlled as much by mud as by
players, staying on the ground for a
minute at a time. Denison scored
another goal when a Kenyon clear
failed near the end of the game and
the final score was
In retrospect, the Lords attack
(Eric Mueller, Jeff Kinder, and Bob
Samit) played its best game against
the best defense it has faced this
year. The attackmen accounted for
all of the Kenyon goals (Kinder's
came in the second quarter), and
those goals came chiefly from
superior hustle. The defense must be
lauded again for their play. Joe
effectively
Szmania
throttled
Denison attackman Peterson, the
Midwest's leading scorer, and
George Parker had 20 saves. Kenyon
did not expect to hold Denison below 7
or 8 goals, but the team failed in
repeated extra-masituations in the
muddy 4th quarter, and in its failure
to score in its patterned offense.
On Saturday, the Lords were eager
to get their eighth win at Wooster, but
the Scots proved to have more hustle
and scoring punch than the Lords
bargained for. In the first quarter,
Wooster took an early
lead but
Kenyon came back with three quick
goals, one by senior George Ewing
and two by frosh Bob Samit. Samit's
second goal came by means of a
sweet assist from another freshman,
Ned Brokaw. The rest of the half
turned out to be a dogfight with
Wooster having a slight edge in both
ground balls and shots. Both teams
scored twice in the second quarter,
Kenyon's goals coming from Bruce
Thompson and Samit on a feed from
Jeff Kinder.
In the second half, Kenyon came'
out and showed why it has been
successful this season by hustling,
riding, and working together in the
(Con't On Page 4)
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8--

5.

n

1--

0

.

1

8-- 1.

for

a

win at

first doubles.

Vandenberg has spent much of the
season teamed with Jono Rothschild
at the first spot.
Rothschild
combined with Wally Tice for a win at
second doubles on Saturday.
Kenyon has not been as lucky
against a more formidable albeit
unscheduled foe mother nature.
Twice last week the Lords tried to
squeeze in a match at Capital and
each time rain foiled the attempts.
The second unsuccessful try on
Friday resulted in the match's
cancellation. Earlier in the season
bad weather forced the cancellation
of the Wooster Invitational.
Kenyon traveled to Ohio Wesleyan
on Tuesday for the season's big
showdown. The Bishops and Lords
finished one-twin the conference
tournament last year, and expect to
battle it out again this year. On
Saturday, Oberlin, another strong
team, visits for a 1:00 p.m. match.
Next Tuesday it's on the road again
for the short trip to Granville and a
date with the always tough Denison
o

Big Red.
By late Tuesday afternoon coach
Richard Sloan should have a good
idea of the Lord's chances in the
upcoming conference action. He sees
Wesleyan as the class of the league,
favorite.
and brands them as odds-o- n
Kenyon,
Denison, Wooster and

Oberlin should scramble for the
second spot. The Lords, however,
possessing good depth and several
returning champions, will definitely
have a say in the final outcome.
Outstanding play and some breaks
could put them in the midst of a little
fight.

2--

0--

3,

5.

This year's team is characterized

win-los-

co-capta- in

relays.

While much

shifting,

the relays has been going on da
injuries; there have always be;
people to fill the spots. U
Saturday, even though new people:
to be substituted for the us
runners, Kenyon's teams manage:
win both the 440 and mile relays
It is hoped that this depth will
the team in its last two meets of
season as it takes on Ohio Nortte:
Vers
Muskingum,
Mt.
and
Nazarene. In any case the
should be strong next year as t
year's freshmen, who makeupa::
portion of the team, continue lot
experience.

rounded out the scoring

By Pamella Olsyn

After playing their finest game of
the season in a losing effort against
Wooster last Thursday, the Ladies
traveled to Ohio University. There,
in two physical and not
games, they lost to OU and Bowling
Green, two teams they perhaps
should have defeated.
In their previous meeting with
Wooster, also the first game of the
season, the Ladies lost 10-This
time they proved they are much
better than the initial game
indicated. While they lost
they
put together their best offense effort
yet, exchanging the lead throughout
the game before finally succombing.
It was Kenyon who scored first and
half-timKenyon who held a 10-advantage.
Game scoring honors were shared
byDannaBortzand Amy Owens with
four goals apiece while Julie Grimes
added a
Robin Smith
well-playe-

d

2.

16-1-

2,

e

9

hat-tric-

k.

Owens and Grirr,-- :
both picked up two assists, 't:!;
Bortz added one. Defense also play?:
well for the majority of the game, to
Wooster finally broke threat

putting five quick shots past rook
goalie Pam Olsyn in the last ::
minutes to pick up the win.
The Bowlyig Green game star;?!
off well enough as the Ladies
"in the first ti'
outscored BG
Bortz scored three times, assise:
by both Owens and Buffy Fisher
Owens added a goal of her own. Cici;
"Wheels" Merritt lent credence
her nickname, bursting downfie'i
from her defense wing position
land her first goal, unassisted. Froi
there, both offense and defense lost
steam, allowing BG to score four
times in the second half while W
adding another of their own.
sport
supposedly
became quite physical with botl
teams doing their share of pushirf
and wild checking, thus relying
on skill.
Kenyon looked rather sluggisb ii
the game with Ohio University
Although they had their share of
plays, they did not bund
enough of them together. While the?
did a fairly decent job of holding 0L"S
score down, allowing but one goalf
the first half, and two in the second,
5--

4

to

tc

A

non-conta-

ct

lf-i-

S

well-execute-

Moore has had a sucessful season,
losing only one match out of six.
Kristin Knopf has had an
undefeated singles season at number
four ) and with doubles partner
Carol Burt has a record of
Co-capta-

in

(2-0-

2--

2.

Upperclassmen Debbie Baldwin,
Pam Zimmerman, and Susan Miller
pair up to produce enthusiastic and
generally a successful
doubles
teams.
The team'sbrief season is not yet
finished. They will host Capital
University Thursday May 1, and
Denison University on May 6. The

year will be concluded with
participation In the Ohio State
Collegiate Women's Tennis
Tournament at Toledo, Ohio, May 15,
16, and 17.

with i:

unassisted shot.

by more talent and depth than ever

before, yet increased competition
has prevented a winning season
record. The greatest contribution
has been made by three freshman,
Judy Williams, Sue Tobin, and Jane
Winans, all of whom have generally
s
maintained a balanced
record at numbers two, three, and
six. At number one,
Tanna

two

Ladies9 Finest Hour Falls
Short As Wooster Wins

Women's Tennis Shows
Promise In Losing Season
Despite earlier victories over
Wright
State
University
and
Otterbein College, the women's
varsity tennis team has not been able
to emerge victorious in its last four
contests. In the most recent match,
last Saturday, the team barely lost to
Ohio University
yet was
overwhelmed by the University of
Cincinnati

-

they managed only one

d

goa'

themselves. Coming in the secori
half, it was Bortz's 21st goal of tW
season.
With only two games remainin?'
the Ladies can no longer hope for
winning season. Their record no
stands at
They can and should
pick up two more wins. Wednesday
they traveled to Oberlin and finish
their season today with a horne
contest at 4:00 a.m. again5'
Wittenberg.
1-- 7.
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